A triangulation method for the quantitative measurement of arterial blood velocity magnitude and direction in humans.
A triangulation method has been applied to a duplex ultrasound scanner to quantify blood flow velocities in two dimensions. A position locating system (PLS) connected to the scanhead locates the sample volume (SV) in 3-D space to a precision of 1 mm. The PLS is used to obtain flow velocity data from two independent lines of sight in the human femoral artery. Data are gathered from anatomic sites of interest along one line of sight. Later the computer directs the SV to interrogate the same points in space from a second line of sight. Water tank studies using both constant velocity and pulsatile string targets were used to validate the method. Velocity magnitudes could be calculated to within 5% error for Doppler angles below 75 degrees for various string depths and speeds; the error in Doppler angle calculation was usually less than 3 degrees. Results from the superficial femoral artery show flow velocity vectors are nearly parallel to the vessel walls. Peak systolic velocity magnitudes range from 63-66 cm/s in three presumed normal individuals. Following the validation studies addressed in this paper, this triangulation approach is intended in future work to document the complex nonaxial character of blood flow that occurs normally at branch points and in regions of intraluminal disease.